
Annex 1. – Group B
TOPICS OF VI POLISH INTERNATIONAL FLORISTIC CHAMPIONSHIP

POZNAN 2010

Task 1
Time 120 min.
Task Floristic table decoration "Meeting with the Master".
Theme "Meeting with the Master" - table decoration.
Description Participant  has  to  prepare  a  table  decoration,  giving  mood  and 

character  of  the meeting  with the  Master,  who is  a  contemporary 
person or somebody from the past, who is  important for participant.

Shape At  participants  choice.  The  size  of  the  table  together  with 
arrangement is maximum 1,2 m x 1,2 m.  The minimum size and 
minimum and maximum height of decoration are unlimited. 
The whole construction and decoration has to allow the consumption 
of the meal by 2 people.
Floral material has to dominate over construction.

Technique At participants choice. 
Material Material  is  optional.  The   table  and  other  materials  should  be 

provided by participant according to his/her own conception.  Each 
participant  has  to  prepare  construction  elements  just  before 
competition. Floral elements are not allowed in the construction.

Exposition The task is realized directly at  the stand. Each participant should 
provide the proper lightening of his/her work. 
A  short  information  about  the  Master  should  be  prepared  and 
displayed next to the work.

Task 2
Time 60 min.
Task Bouquet/decoration for the bride.
Theme Wedding bouquet/ decoration for the young avant-garde women. 
Description At participants own choice.
Shape The bouquet or the bride’s decoration has to be arranged so that the 

bride can hold it or fasten to her arm/hand. The form, design, colors 
and  technique  of  the  bouquet/decoration  as  well  as  the  choice  of 
greeneries and other materials are up to participant.

Technique At participants choice. 
Material Participants  provide  all  the  materials  according  to  his/her  own 

choice.
Technical  preparation  of  plant  material  and  other  elements  like 
waxing, wiring, taping etc. would be possible before the competition 
at the time given. Elements of construction without plant materials 
could be done earlier at the time allowed for preparation.

Exposition The flower arrangement is made at the stand. Each participant should 
provide a holder or pedestal for the bouquet for exposition purposes. 
The basis  will  not be judged. The drawing or picture  of wedding 
dress should be placed at the stage.



Task 3
Time 45 min.
Task Surprise.
Theme -
Description Each participant would be given the same set of materials: flowers, 

greenery and other elements. The theme will be known just before 
the  beginning  of  the  task.  Participants  have  10  minutes  for 
“familiarize with” their material. For the final work the use of some 
materials  -indicated  by  organizers  will  be  obligatory.  Participants 
could  use  all  the  material  given  or  only  a  part  of  it.  Except 
“obligatory products”, it is not necessary to use all assortments or the 
whole quantity of each material.

Shape At participants choice.
Technique At participants choice.
Material Except of material being provided by organizers, no other elements 

are allowed. Participants can use their own tools but glue guns are 
not permitted.

Exposition The  Work  will  be  carrying  out  at  the  place  fixed  by  organizers 
and will be exhibited at the Position Contest as well.
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